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What is it?

“One of the surprising features of economic 
life is that resource-poor economies often 

outperform resource rich economies in 
economic growth” (Sachs and Warner, 

1995)



Motivation 
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Suggested Causes

 Sociological: Easy riches lead to sloth.
 Dutch Disease: A sector with externalities is 

crowded out.
 “Prebisch Hypothesis”: Secular decline in 

terms of trade of primary commodities relative 
to manufactured commodities.

 Political Economy: Rent seeking behavior, 
corruption and more bureaucracy. 



Other Suggested Causes

 Convergence Effect: Rodriguez & Sachs (JEG 
1999), Low growth is the result of the 
convergence from above to the steady state.

 Natural resource prices are more volatile. 
Increased economy-wide uncertainty. Lower 
capital accumulation through greater risk or 
increased option value of waiting

 Natural resources and their effect on human 
capital accumulation



Dutch Disease. Key Assumption

 Production linkages: Natural resource sector 
has no “production linkages” while 

manufacturing sector does. (Hirschmann 1961).
 Translating... Manufacturing sector displays 

externalities while the other sectors and the 
natural resource sector do not.    



Dutch Disease.How does it work?
 For the complete model, see the appendix of Sachs & 

Warner NBER WP 5398 (based on Matsuyama 1992)
 3 sectors: Non-traded, traded and natural resource
 Non-traded and traded compete for the available labor.
 The greater the natural resource endowment, the higher 

the demand for non-traded. Thus the higher the share of 
labor employed in non-traded

 As this process takes labor from the traded to the non-
traded and the former is the only sector with externalities 

 The rate of growth of the economy as a whole decreases 



Dutch Disease. Comments

 Other externality-generating sectors may as well 
work

 Gylfason(1999) uses education
 If wages in the natural resource sector rise high 

enough, entrepreneurs and potential innovators 
are discouraged

 And… innovation is assumed to yield positive 
externalities for the rest of the economy



Stijns Critique

 “However, the proposition that natural resource 
production comes systematically at the expense of the 
manufacturing sector, learning-by-doing and thus 
economic growth is not supported in the data”

 “There is no clear historical evidence that, as SW 
assume in their working paper, learning-by-doing is 
restricted to the manufacturing sector”

 Recall the historical example of industrial revolution, only 
countries with availability of iron and coal developed. 

 When there are high transportation costs, natural 
resource availability is essential for the introduction of 
new technologies. Britain vs Netherlands. 



Stijns Critique II

 Evidence. GDP levels are positely correlated with 
income levels (Gallup & Sachs 1998, Rodriguez & Sachs 
1999). 

 “measures of mineral reserves included in a cross-
country regression will capture the usual disadvantage of 
being a technological frontrunner” and this is so “even 
controlling for initial capital income”

 Use of reserves of NR has endogeneity problems: The 
reserves of natural resources in a country may reflect 
the fact that they have higher technological expertise. 
The bias works against the conclusions of the paper.



Stijns Critique. Findings.

 LAND is the only NR negatively correlated with variables 
good for growth. 

 Fuel and mineral reserves variables are insignificant. 
 School attendance, market oriented policies, savings 

and investment positively correlated with oil, gas and 
mineral reserves.

 NR reserves don’t seem to affect growth when SXP is 
present. Thus, empirically what countries do with their 
natural resources is what matters.

 The coexistence of positive channels (e.g through 
Human Capital) and negative channels (e.g. Dutch 
disease) explain the lack of significance of the fuel and 
mineral variables.



Natural resource and composition 
of exports

 Isham et al. 2003. It is not only about being 
natural resource exporter, it depends on 
whether a country is a “point source” exporter 
(e.g. oil) or its exports are “diffuse”.

 “Point source” countries have worse institutions. 
They are less likely to adapt to a terms of trade 
shock. 

 Endogenous institutions. The shock worsens 
institutions in “point source” countries making 
low growth periods long lasting.



Motivation



How does it work?. Rentier State

 Income comes mostly from few NR, then 
citizens have less incentives to develop 
mechanisms of accountability. 

 Governments have “windfall” income: they 
can more easily “buy-off” dissenters.

 Governments can otherwise use the 
income to pursue direct repression against 
dissenters



How does it work? Delayed 
Modernization

 Modernization is resisted as it means 
creating alternative sources of power that 
will want to tax away natural resources. 
Cf. Tornell and Lane(1999)

 As income comes from a “foreigners” 
sector, the govt. can easily avoid 
pressures for modernization. 



Natural resources and Human 
Capital Accumulation

 Not clear! There seems to be some evidence 
that natural resource abundance is negatively 
correlated with education. Gylfason(2001). 

 But, Stijns(2001)  claims a positive relationship 
between resource abundance and human 
capital. 

 Paradox: If windfall gains induce higher 
expenditure, would´nt we expect high 
expenditure in education as well?



The Voracity Effect

 A political economy explanation of the 
natural resource curse.

 The goal is to explain why countries with 
weak institutions and many powerful 
groups do not perform well in terms of 
growth

 In particular, in this setting, windfall gains 
translate into lower growth.



The Voracity Effect. Setup

 Infinitely lived groups and 2 sectors a high-return formal 
sector and a low-return informal sector (shadow sector). 
Returns are given by α and β respectively and α >β

 Only the formal sector is taxable.
 Each powerful group is able to extract fiscal transfers, 

and these transfers are financed with taxes on the formal 
sector.

 Solution concept: Markov Perfect Equilibrium (MPE). 
Each player’s strategy are functions of payoff-relevant 
state variables only. In particular, they are not history 
dependent (cf. trigger strategies)



The Voracity Effect. Results.

 Without barriers to discretional distribution, the 
existence of powerful groups reduces growth 
rates relative to a single group economy or an 
economy where groups can coordinate.

 If there are many powerful groups, an increase 
in the number of groups leads to better 
economic performance

 Without barriers to discretional distribution, an 
increase in the raw rate of return in the formal 
sector reduces growth.



The Voracity Effect. Results II

In an interior equilibrium, each group increases its transfer 
demands up to the point where the net rate of return 
available to the other group is β. That is, by (2) Δxi=Δα. 
Since both groups behave in the same way, 

ΔK/K= Δα-2 Δα=- Δα<0

The argument is loose, to prove that we have linear policy 
functions we need AK model. 



The Voracity Effect. Results III

 Increase in the raw rate of return of the formal sector 
unleashes two opposing forces, a direct and a voracity 
effect.

 Direct effect: Formal sector is more profitable, ceteris 
paribus, groups in the economy will want to allocate 
more capital there

 Voracity effect: Each group will want to increase their 
demands for redistribution as now there is a bigger cake 
from which to cut slices. 

 Under the assumptions of the model, voracity effect 
dominates and the rate of growth lowers



Convergence Argument

 “Resource-rich countries may grow more slowly 
because they are likely to live beyond their 
means” p.278

 This is so because natural resource industries 
rely on exhaustible factors of production. In 
steady state, the production in this sector is zero

 In the transition, however, natural resource 
abundance allows the economy to afford higher 
consumption.

 Natural resource economies overshoot their 
steady state income.



Convergence Argument. The 
Model.

 Standard Ramsey model assumptions.



Convergence Argument. The 
Model II.

 Only difference: Natural resources are used to 
pay for the imports of capital and the current 
account is balances, so that there is not 
international investment

 The economy is then constrained to invest the 
natural resource revenues internally and this 
leads to overshooting

 The assumption of no access to international 
markets IS THE KEY to get to the overshooting 
effect.



Convergence Argument. Results



Convergence Argument.Results 2



Calibration for Venezuela 



Final Comments

 The whole argument depends on the 
country having a balanced current account

 The authors claim this is pretty much the 
case for Venezuela between 1960 and 
1993

 Yet, do we have any good reason to 
expect this in general?



Empirical Part

“Econometrics is like sausage-
making, nobody wants to know 

how is done”



Sachs and Warner 
 SXP (share of primary exports) remains significant even after controlling for 

GDP 70, degree of openness, investment rates, rule of law and growth rate 
of terms of trade.  

 This exploratory regression seems to confirm the hypothesis
 The authors perform several robustness checks, first they eliminate outliers 

using the DFITS statistic (Welsh and Kuh 1977) 
 Further they compare with other studies. Barro(1991), De Long and 

Summers (1991), King and Levine (1993) and Mankiw, Romer and Weil 
(1992) 

 They even try other measures of natural resources like SNR (share of 
mineral production) or LAND (log of land area per person). They get the 
same results

 However, Stijns(2001) claims that “The SW[Sachs and Warner] result is not 
robust to changes in the measure of natural resource abundance”













Sachs and Warner

 They propose a model that captures all the 
proposed direct and indirect effects of NR and 
growth.

 Investment as a function of relative investment 
prices, RL, Openness and SXP

 Rule of law as a function of SXP (the political 
economy channel)

 LPIP as a function of SXP controlling for other 
relevant variables



Proposed Model.



Proposed Model II.

 They finally report OLS equation by 
equation as they claim that:

1. There is no enough sample variation to 
make an IV estimation

2. Without instrumenting, they found that 
system estimation yields coefficients 
similar to equation by equation OLS, so 
they go OLS.



Proposed Model. Estimation I



Proposed Model. Estimation II



Discussion
 Resource rich countries tend to have poorer institutions. 
 NR not related with saving rates, investment rates, or human capital 

(they use the change in total years of education in population over 
age 15 from 1970 to 1990, source Barro and Lee(1996)), cf. Stijns.

 There is an important indirect effect through the degree of openness 
(recall the Auty argument, resource poor countries cannot afford to 
be closed). They found is U-shaped.

 Rationale: For extreme cases (no NR and Saudi Arabia) there are 
no strong pressures to go for protectionism. In intermediate cases, 
Dutch disease driven contraction of manufacturing sector generates 
pressure in favor of protectionism.



Is there a U-shape?
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Indirect Effects

 Since the majority of countries are in the 
negative slope, they evaluate SXP at 0,16. Then 
a unit standard deviation from the mean (0,16 to 
0,32) reduces SOPEN by 0,06 (from –0,21 to –
0,27), reducing growth by 0,014. (about 1 and a 
half years decrease in SOPEN)

 A reduction in RL by 0,88 (0,16*-5,47), overall 
effect on growth -0,07 (0,88*0,4*20/100)

 Conclusion, direct effect of SXP on growth is 
large relative to indirect effects (4,5 times larger)



Some Evidence on Human 
Capital (Gylfason EER 2001)



Some Evidence on Human 
Capital II 



Estimation

 Very simple story. NR decrease HC which in turn 
decrease growth

 He runs SUR on 2 equations. SUR is appropriate as the 
recursive nature of the model makes correlation between 
errors likely. However, OLS coefficients are similar.

 The first one relates growth with natural resources, 
secondary enrolment, investment and log initial GDP

 The second one relates enrolment rate with natural 
resources and initial income



Estimation Results 



Estimation Results 2

 Direct effect is equal to -0,06 while the indirect 
effect is equal to –0,04 (-0,94*0,04). Combined 
effect is very close to 0,09 which is the overall 
OLS effect.  

 So, NR economies are biased against 
secondary education and they don’t get the 
benefits of learning by doing that promotes 
growth. This gets reinforced in a second stage, 
more and better education tends to shift 
comparative advantage away from NR 
exporters.



Conclusions 

 The empirical regularities are amazing, so if 
there is no a causality relation of NR on growth 
at least we have to find the “deep” parameters.

 There is a big issue on the appropriate measure 
of NR, reserves seem to be theoretically more 
proper but more difficult to handle (endogeneity 
problem) and results seem to depend heavily on 
this

 Dutch Disease explanations seem plausible and 
a some empirical studies have address it 
already.



Conclusions II 

 More empirical work needed in the case of 
political economy explanations. For instance, 
Tornell and Lane provide informal evidence.

 But, Tornell and Lane has some weird 
predictions, decrease in growth in every sector 
as a consequence of a natural resource boom

 It is necessary to find the “true” relation between 
HC accumulation and SXP (Stijns vs. Gylfason) 
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